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Self-quizzing 

 
 

This is your personal knowledge organiser which contains lots of key information that you 

need to learn for each of your subjects. 

For every subject there are two columns – questions and answers 

Every subject has also been divided up into different sections 

Every week at home you are required to complete two sessions of self-quizzing. Each 

session will last approximately 30 minutes: 

 

1. Pick a subject and one section for this subject 

2. Read the questions and answers and try to commit the answers to memory 

3. Cover up the answers 

4. Answer the questions from memory in your self-quizzing exercise book – with black 
pen 

5. Uncover the answers 

6. Check your answers – tick the answers you got right and correct the answers you got 
wrong with a blue pen 

7. If you got one or more of the answers wrong: Repeat this whole process again for the 
whole section (not just the questions you got wrong) 

8. Once you have got all the answers right for this section – pick another section and 
complete the whole process again 

9. Stop once you have completed this process for two sections 

10. In your next self-quizzing session include a section you have previously covered and 
a brand new section 

 

 



 
Art 

Question: Answer: 

Who created the ArcelorMittal Orbit sculpture in 

the Olympic Park to hold the Olympic flame? 

Anish Kapoor 

Describe Anish Kapoor’s Cloud Gate sculpture 

in at least three words 

Abstract, large scale, bright, reflective, kidney bean 

inspired, mirrored, convex, concave 

What is a line drawing? A drawling with no shading, made using only lines 

What is tonal range? Shading from light to dark 

How can I create dark tones? By using lots of layers and applying a lot of pressure 

M.C. Escher uses both dramatically dark and 

light tones. What does this create a sense of? 

Depth, realism 

M.C. Escher creates optical illusions in his 

artwork. What is an optical illusion? 

An image that deceives the eye/an image that creates a 

false impression of reality 

How can I create light tones? By using fewer layers and not applying a lot of pressure 

What are directional marks? Curved marks that go around a shape to suggest depth 

What is cross-hatching? Layering two layers of parallel lines at right angles to each 

other 

What is a light spot? A highlight that shows a reflection/highlight of light 

 

 

Look at M.C. Escher’s ‘Hand with Reflecting 

Sphere’. What is the prominent light spot in the 

globe used to create? 

A window 

How can I create a light spot? By leaving a section mostly or completely unshaded or 

using a rubber to remove shading 

Who is Antony Gormley? A British sculpture artist whose models usually reflect the 

human figure 

What is the name of Antony Gormley’s 20 meter 

tall sculpture in Newcastle? 

The Angel of the North 

What is colour mixing? Layering colours to make new a new colour 

What are the five watercolour techniques? Dry brush, wet on wet, solid colour, colour on colour and 

lifting colour 

  

 

What is mixed media? Using more than one media/artistic tool. For example, 

pencil with paint, clay with fine liner 

How does Rembrandt create shadows/lowlights 

in his illustration ‘Woman Carrying a Child Down 

Stairs’? 

Mixed media/pen with a wash of water 

What is a self-portrait? A piece of art that represents the person who created it. 

This can be abstractly or realistically 



 
Art 

How far down my face should eyes usually be 

draw? 

Halfway down the face 

What drawing techniques can we use to add 

tone to the face? 

Crosshatching, layering and directional marks 

When making a poly print, why is it important to 

spread the ink evenly? 

So the print is even and not patchy 

How can I ensure my poly print has clear, clean 

lines? 

By indenting the poly tile evenly and clearly defining each 

line 

  

 

What is a collage? A piece of art made by sticking several elements such as 

photographs and drawings, onto a backing  

What does David Hockney use to create his 

collages? 

Different photographs or paintings 

What does the word ‘composition’ mean? Composition is the arrangement of different elements in a 

piece of artwork 

What makes an effective composition? A successful composition guides the viewer’s eye around 

the piece of art 

Who is Michael Craig Martin? He is a graphic designer who works with painting and 

conceptual art 

Does Michael Craig Martin use tonal range? No, he uses only flat, bold colours 

How does Michael Craig Martin use scale and 

proportion? 

He scales up small objects so that they are the same size 

as large objects and places them side by side in artworks 

What is solid colour? A block of colour with no graduation or tone 

What are the primary colours? Yellow, red and blue 

What art movement was Wassily Kandinsky a 

part of? 

The abstract art movement 

What theme/subject does Kandinsky incorporate 

into his artwork? 

Music 

 

 

What is abstract art? Abstract art uses shapes, colours, forms and marks to 

represent something 

What is fretwork? Shapes cut into a design  

What is paper manipulation? Folding, layering and shaping paper into a desired 

structure   

What does species mean? A set of animals or plants where members have similar 

characteristics to each other 

What is the importance of studying different 

cultures? 

To understand what human lives are like outside our 

immediate environment 

What does Andy Goldsworthy use to create his Natural materials (such as flowers, mud, ice, leaves, twigs, 

pebbles, boulders, snow, thorns, bark, grass and pine 



 
Art 

sculptures? cones 

What about Andy Goldsworthy’s sculptures is 

only temporary? 

Because the outside sculptures are made from organic 

materials that can be changed by nature (e.g. ice melting) 

Who is Chris Ofili? A British artist who creates intricate, colourful paintings 

often using mixed media 

How can I securely attach together the different 

sections of my paper bug? 

Using a glue gun 

Which artist created the ‘Statue of Liberty’ in 

New York? 

Frederic Auguste Bartholdi 

How can I create the body of a butterfly-style 

bug? 

By tightly rolling a triangular piece of paper 

What is the difference between convex and 

concave? 

Concave shapes curve inwards like the inside of a circle, 

convex shapes curve/stick outward   

How can you describe or characterise Claes 

Oldenburg’s artwork? 

Claes Oldenburg is an American sculptor born in 1929 

How can you describe or characterise Claes 

Oldenburg’s artwork? 

Claes Oldenburg creates large scale, realistic models of 

everyday objects and displays them in public places 

 



 
Computing 

 
Question: Answer: 

How do I log into the computers? Your teacher will have given you log in details and you will 
have written it into the back of your planner 

How do I log into office365? 1. Google search office365 
2. Click on the link that says sign in and then sign in  
3. Your office365 login in is your: 

username@hwfederation.net 
       Password for the computer log in 

How do I access Home learning? 1. log into office365 
2. Click on OneNote 
3. Click shared with me 
4. Click on your classname@Home learning 

What is my email address? Your email address is the your Office365 username 

How can we send emails using our office365 
accounts? 

When you log into office 365, one of the options is 
Outlook. Click on this and you will be able to use email 
services 

What are the health and safety rules when using 
a computer? 

1. Do not eat at a computer 
2. Do not drink at a computer 
3. Do not swing on the chairs 
4. Do not unplug cables from the computer 
5. Do not overload a plug socket 
6. Do not put your fingers into a plug socket  

What is computer misuse? Computer misuse is when someone is accessing computer 
material without authorisation in order to commit crime 
or to modify material 

What is hacking? Hacking is when a personal gains access to your account 
without authorisation from you 

What is phishing? Phishing is the design of clever adverts that ask you for 
personal details. However, they are pretending to be 
someone associated to you, such as your bank, but they 
are not. 

What is a virus? A virus is a small program that multiplies itself once inside 
your computer. 

How do I stop viruses from getting onto my 
computer? 

Do not download any attachments from unknown sources 
Get an anti-virus to check any attachment that you want to 
download 

What is a trojan horse? A trojan horse is a type of virus that pretends to be a 
program you want but turns out to be a malicious program 
that will cause havoc inside your computer 

What is cyber bullying? Cyber bullying is using digital platforms such as Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, text messages, etc to abuse 
people. 

How do you stay safe online? Do not add strangers onto your social platforms 
Do not send inappropriate images or messages online 
Put your account on private 
Do not give out personal information online 
Do not create fake accounts and speak to other people 
Do not log into other people's accounts  

 

How is sound transmitted into a computer? It converts analogue sound to digital sound 

What app can we use to edit sound? Audacity 

What device can we use to record sound? Microphone 

What devices can we use to hear sound? Headphones or speaker 

What happens when we apply the “amplify” 
effect? 

The sound gets louder 

What happens when we apply the “pitch” effect? The sounds gets higher pitched(squeaky) or lower 
pitched(deeper) 

What happens when we apply the “speed” 
effect? 

We can increase the speed or decrease the speed so the 
sound is faster or slower 

What happens when we apply the “echo” effect? We can repeat some of the sound, with a delay that we 
choose 

mailto:username@hwfederation.net


 
Computing 

 
What happens when we apply the “fade in” 

effect? 
The sound will gradually get louder 

What happens when we apply the “fade out” 
effect? 

The sound will gradually get quieter 

What different file extensions can sound files be 
in? 

Wav, Mp3 

Why is it important to write a script and plan a 
podcast? 

To save time, and get a better quality podcast 

 

What is a network? A group of computers connected together  

What is the purpose of a network? To share data and communicate 

What is a connection method? A connection method is the type of technology used 
to connect devices together 

What connection methods create 
networks? 

Bluetooth, infrared, cables, Wifi and Radiowaves 

What is hardware? Physical devices that you can touch 

What is software? A program that has been created using code 

What is the world wide web? A collection of webpages, all webpages linked 
together using hyperlinks 

What is the internet? The internet is a collection of hardware devices 
linked together globally 

What is visual basic? Visual basic is a programming language used to 
make algorithms 

What is an algorithm? An algorithm is a set of instructions used to complete 
a task 

What is a sequence? A sequence is a set of instructions that are 
completed one after the other. Not missing any steps 

along the way 

What is selection? A program that makes a logical decisions once a 
decision is make a particular set of instructions are 

completed 

What is a text box used for? Text boxes are used to allow users in put text into a 
digital form 

What is a radio button used for? Radio buttons are used for multiple choice questions. 
Only one option can be selected 

What is a check box used for? Check boxes are used for multiple choice questions. 
However, multiple boxes can be selected. 

 

 

What is python? Python is a programming language 

What is programming? Programming is when a person writes lines of code 
which converts into a usable program 

What is software? Software is the programs on a computer that has 
been coded by a programmer 

What is an integer? An integer is a whole number 

What is a string? A string is a collection of characters put together to 
create a word 

What is an algorithm? A set of instructions used to solve a problem by a 
computer 

What symbols are used to calculate 
integers? 

+ = add 
- = subtract 



 
Computing 

 

* = Multiply 
/ = Divide 
** = Indices 
// = Divide and round up/down 
% = Modulus 

 
 

What is a variable used for? Variables are used to store values/data 

What is syntax? Syntax is the rules of writing code 

What is a syntax error? Syntax error is when the rules of coding is incorrect 

What are comparative operators? Comparative operators compare data: 
For example:  
  < less than 
  > more than 
  <= less than or equal to 
  >= more than or equal to 
  == equal to 
  != not equal to 

What is the purpose of an if statement? The purpose of an if statement is to allow users to 
access different sections of code, depending on the 
user input. 

What is a branch? A branch is a pathway to a different section of code. 
Branches are used in if statements. 

 



 
Design and Technology  

 
Question: Answer: 

Design and Technology  

With regards to safety, what does PPE 
stand for? 

Personal Protective Equipment  

To help secure materials and reduce the 
chance of slipping when cutting material, 

what equipment can be used? 

 Clamp 
 Vice  

List 4 items of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) that could be used in 
the design and technology workshop. 

 Safety goggles 
 Dust mask 
 Apron  

 Sensible shoes  
Why it is important to wear safety goggles 

while using a machine in a workshop?  
To protect your eyes from dust or particles 

 

When researching a new project, name 
three possible sources of information. 

 Books  
 Internet  

 Questionnaires/Survey  
 Client  

 Magazines 
 Radio  

 Televisions  
Name three different types of wood.  Softwood 

 Hardwood  
 Manufactured boards  

 

Name two different types of plastic.   Thermoplastic  
 Thermoset  

Name five non-ferrous metals.  Aluminium  
 Copper  
 Lead  
 Nickel  
 Tin 

 Titanium  
 Brass 
 Gold  
 Silver  

 Platinum  
 

Name this saw 

 

Tenon Saw  

Name this saw  

 

Coping saw  

Name this tool 

 

Metal File 

 

 

 

 



 
Design and Technology  

 
FOOD 

Which senses do we use to judge food? 
 
 

Sight, Smell, Taste, sound and touch can be used sometimes but less often 
than the other 4. 

What are nutrients and why do we need 
them? 

 

Nutrients are substances that provide nourishment.  
Nutrients are essential for the maintenance of life and for growth. They are 

necessary for the body and brain to function properly. 
 

Name the six different nutrients? Carbohydrates, fats, vitamin, water, proteins, minerals   
 

List 2 micronutrients? 
 

Minerals and vitamins  

List 4 macronutrient? 
 

Carbohydrates, fats, protein and water 

What is fibre? All the substances in our food that cannot be broken down by digestive 
enzymes. 

 

What is a good source of fibre? Wholemeal bread, cereals, pasta, nuts and fruit. 

Which nutrient helps our bodies to store 
energy and is good for insulation? 

Fat  

What is protein used for by our body? Growth and repair of body cells and tissues 

What is water used for in our body? Keeping the body hydrated ad maintaining our body temperature. 

Which mineral is needed for the transport 
of oxygen around our body? 

 

Iron  

Which type of nutrient provided our body 
with slow releasing and long lasting 

energy? 
 

Complex carbohydrates (starch) 

Which vitamin is good for our immune 
system?  

 

Vitamin C  

  
 
 

Name the 2 chopping techniques?  
 

Claw and bridge technique 

What is couscous? Couscous is a North African dish usually served with vegetables or a stew of 
meat and vegetables. Couscous is a type of pasta. It is often mistaken for a 
grain, but it is actually tiny balls of pasta made from the same dough that is 
used to make many pastas. 
 

What does the red tractor symbol on food 
packaging tell you? 

The Red Tractor label tells the shopper that the food meets a set of 
standards. 

There are standards for foods such as: 
• Meat – beef, lamb, pork; 

• Poultry such as Chicken;  
• Milk; 

• Fruit, vegetables and salad; 
Crops, e.g. wheat, sugar. 

 

Where does our food come from? The ground, animals, plants and trees 

List 3 things which can lead to or cause 
food poisoning? 

 

Any of the below would be correct: 

 Poor personal hygiene e.g dirty hands 

 Cross contamination 

 Dirty kitchens 

 Bad food storage 

 Under cooked white meat 

 Refreezing meat products 

 Food that has passed its expiration date 
 

Name the 4 common bacteria which 
cause food poisoning. 

 

E. Coli 
Salmonella 

Listeria 
Campylobacter 



 
Design and Technology  

 
What 4 conditions do bacteria need to 

survive and multiply? 
Food 

Warmth 
Moisture and Time 

What are high risk foods? High risk foods are ones which bacteria are more likely to grow and multiply 
in.  

What foods are prepared or cut on the 
following chopping boards: 

Green? 
Red? 

White? 

 
Green – Vegetables and fruit 

Red – Raw meat 
White – Dairy products 

What is the Danger Zone? 
 

The temperature range in which bacteria can grow and multiply rapidly. 

What range of temperatures is the 
Danger Zone? 

 
Danger Zone = 5°C to 63°C 

What is the Eatwell Guide? The Eatwell Guide shows the proportions in which different groups of foods 
are needed in order to have a well-balanced and healthy diet. 

 

Who doesn’t the Eatwell Guide apply to? 
 

Children under 2 years old or people and anyone with special dietary 
requirements. 

 

PRODUCT DESIGN 

What is a design brief?  A design brief is a written statement or document given to a designer about 
the design project. 

 

What is primary research? Gathering new data or information from primary sources that have not been 
collected before.   

 
Example - using questionnaires or doing interviews with people. 

 

What is secondary research? Looking up existing data or information about something, from secondary 
sources. This information has been collected by someone else and is 

available for others to read. 
 

 Example from books, magazines or the internet. 

 

Who is a target customer? The person who the product is being designed for or who it is aimed at. 
 

What is ACCESS FM used for? ACCESS FM is an acronym used to help you analyse. 
 

What is the purpose of a mood board? A mood board is a collage or collection of pictures which help designers with 
the design process 

 

What is an exploded diagram? An exploded view diagram shows the parts of a product separated and how 
the whole product fits together. 

 

What is quality control? 
 

Quality Control is when products are checked to make sure they are a 
suitable quality 

 

  
 

What tool is used to cut curves in wood, 
metal and plastic? 

Coping saw  
 

What can be used to smooth rough 
surfaces and edges of wood? 

Glass paper  
 

What tool is used for mark lines exactly at 
90 degrees? 

Try-square 
 

What tool is used for holding wood when 
cutting? 

Bench hook 
 

What tool is used to shape material? Metal file  

What does MDF stand for? Medium density fibreboard 

What is used to hold the bench hook or a 
piece of material? 

Bench vice 

What are the 3 main types of wood? Softwood, Hardwood and Manufactured wood 



 
Design and Technology  

 
Name the two main trees that wood 

comes from? 
Deciduous trees and Coniferous trees 

What is a Lever? A Lever is a bar that moves around a pivot point. 

 
 

Textiles  

Name the three different methods of how 
fabric can be made. 

Woven  
Knitted  

Non-woven  
 

What are the basic hand stitches used for 
sewing? 

Running stitch  
Back stitch  
Whip stitch  

Blanket stitch  

Name 4 natural fibres. Cotton  
Linen  
Wool  
Silk  

Name 4 synthetic fibres. Polyester  
Elastane  
Acrylic  
Nylon  

What is woven fabric? When yarns go over and under one another to make up fabric  
This process is called weaving  

 
What is a non-woven fabric?  This s where no yarns are found. Fibres are compressed together to form a 

new fabric.  

 
 

Give an example of a non-woven fabric. Felt  

What is knitted fabric? When yarns are made into loops, which are then inter-locked together to 
make fabric. 

This process is called knitted 

 
How are fabric made? 

 
 
 

What is the applique technique? Applique is a decorative technique where one material is sewn on top of 
another material.  

How is scamper used to generate design 
ideas? 

SCAMPER is a design tool used to help us think about a product or design 
idea. It is used by designers to generate creative ideas. It can also be used 

to improve existing designs and products  

What does each letter of SCAMPER 
stand for? 

S=Substitute  
C=Combine  

A=Adapt  
M=Modify  

P=Put to other uses  
E=Eliminate  

R=Rearrange  

What is the function of a foot pedal on a 
sewing machine? 

Foot pedal controls the speed of the needle. 

 



 
Design and Technology  

 
What is the function of a presser foot on 

a sewing machine? 
Holds the fabric in place and moves it along smoothly. 

 
What is the function of a hand wheel on a 

sewing machine? 
Manually controls the needle on a sewing machine. 

 

 

 



 
Drama 

 
Question: Answer: 

What is Stagecraft? The techniques and skills an actor develops for working on 
stage or screen 

What is a Neutral position? Standing straight, arms by your sides. Characterless.  

What does Facial Expression mean? The emotions the face conveys by specific movement.  

What is a Tableau? A frozen/ still image 

What is a Monologue? A speech when one character is talking to another. 

What is a Soliloquy?  A speech where one character is talking to themselves. 

What is a Stimulus? Something that a piece of theatre is devised (created) from  

 
 

What is a Gesture? Specific movements you do with your arms / hands (eg a 
thumbs up, or a wave) 

What is Body Language? Certain body positions that show something (eg folded 
arms means you look bored or cross) 

What does Exaggeration mean? Making things ‘more’. Making your movements 'bigger' or 
your voice louder or more obvious. 

What does Proxemics mean? The distances on stage, and what they imply. For example 
if we see two characters stood next to each other onstage, 

we assume they have a close relationship. 

What is Blocking? Your planned positions on stage. It is important to make 
sure everyone is in the right place, and to make sure you 

aren't anyone's way! 

What is Characterisation? All the things you are doing to ‘become’ the character. This 
includes your facial expressions, body language, your use 
of voice, gesture and anything else you can change about 

how you act. 

 
 

 

ANCIENT GREEK THEATRE 

What is a Chorus? A group of performers who moved and spoke as one. They 
sang, chanted and spoke with the characters. Their 

purpose was to comment on characters/events of the play. 

What was the purpose of Masks? All characters wore masks whilst on stage. Their purpose 
was to show age, gender, and social class. 

Was there Comedy in the theatre? Ancient Greek comedy was a popular form of theatre 
performed across ancient Greece . Comedy plays poked 

fun at politicians, philosophers, and fellow artists. 

Was there Tragedy? The other main form of ancient greek theatre. The plot of a 
tragedy was inspired by episodes from Greek mythology. 
This was serious subject matter, which often dealt with 

moral right and wrongs. 

Who was Dionysus? Dionysus was the God of Wine and Festivities. Know and 
worshipped within the theatre 

Ancient Greek Theatre parts  

What is the Skene? The Skene is the stage, where the actors performed. 

What is the Orchestra? The Orchestra is where the chorus performed and where 
there was music and dancing. 

What was the Theatron? This is where the audience sat. 

What are the Parados?  The Parados is part of the stage known as the wings. This 
is where the actors and chorus would enter and exit.  

 

What is Ensemble movement ? Everyone moving together and in time with each other 

What is Choral speaking ? Everyone saying a line of text/dialogue at the same time 

Why does an Adoration of some kind of power 
mean? 

Worshipping something spiritual e.g God 

What is a Ritual? A spiritual ceremony 

Who is Thespis? The first actor from Ancient Greece 

What were the main aspects of Medieval 
Theatre? 

 Medieval  - Context 

 The Church – ruled the theatre 



 
Drama 

 
 Influence – from the church and the Bible 

 Every man Story – Key Morality Play 

 Allegorical characters  

What are the key aspects of Commedia dell’ 
Arte 

 Comedy 

 Stock characters  

 Devised scenes – Lazzi 

 Originated from Italy 

 Mask work 

What was the purpose of Masks? 

 
All characters wore masks whilst on stage. Their purpose 

was to show age, gender, and social class. 

How did Shakespeare influence the theatre? 
 

Invention of a third of the English language. 
Used influences from Greek and Roman stories and 

philosophers. 
Changed the popularity of the London theatres   

What is a soundscape? 
 

The sounds created on stage to emphasise the 
atmosphere 

 
 

COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE 

Where did commedia originate?  Venice, Itay 

When did it originate?  1500’s 

What are the all of the characters called 
collectively?  

Stock characters  

What are some of the main characters called?  Pantalone, Zanni, Arlequino, Dottore, Il Capitano 

What style of theatre is Commedia? Comedy 

What is the comedic interlude called in a 
Commedia play? 

A Lazzi 

Do the actors rehearse any of the plays? No. They are all improvised 

Do the characters speak a particular language? They speak in a made-up language called ‘Grammalot’ 

Why do the characters speak in this made up 
language?  

As the style of performances got popular, they started to 
tour Europe and it was easier to speak in Grammalot than 

to learn different languages for each country 

Did each character wear a mask? Yes, so the audience knew who each character was  

Did each character have a particular costume?  Yes, so the audience knew who each character was 
Did each character have a write up of how to 

perform each character? 
Each character was described in a book in how to play 

(act) the character.  

Why was there a character description? It became so popular it was performed around Europe, this 
book was printed so other actors could perform the 
characters corrctly to the style of the performance. 

 



 
English 

 
Question: Answer: 

What do you have if you have a capital letter at 
the beginning of a clause and a full-stop at the 

end? 

A sentence. 

What makes up a SIMPLE sentence? A simple sentence consists of ONE clause that has a 
subject and a verb and ONE simple idea. 

What does a COMPOUND sentence do? A compound sentence joins together two simple sentences 
using connectives/conjunctions. 

What are connectives? Connectives include: AND, OR, SO, BUT, AS, 
BECAUSE… 

Why would a writer use a COMPLEX sentence? A writer would use a complex sentence to communicate 
more than once idea, when the ideas are not equal. 

What is a complex sentence made up of? Complex sentences are made up of a MAIN CLAUSE, 
which has a SUBJECT and a VERB and is a SIMPLE 

sentence on its own, and a MINOR CLAUSE, which does 
not make sense or form a sentence on its own. 

What is a STATEMENT? A statement is a sentence that tells us things;  it informs us 
of a fact or statistic. 

What do QUESTIONS do? Questions ask us about something or make us think about 
things. 

What is the purpose of a RHETORICAL 
QUESTION? 

A rhetorical question makes the reader think of a point and 
try to answer the question, even though it does not require 

answering. 

  
 

What are orders and where do you usually find 
them? 

Orders tell us what to do and are found in instructions, 
signs and recipes. 

When should you use exclamations? Exclamations are shouted out and are usually heard at 
sporting events, in arguments or jokes. 

List ten persuasive devices you can use in 
speeches or when arguing to persuade. 

Exaggeration, invitation to think positively, assertion, 
appealing descriptive language, addressing the senses, 

addressing the reader directly, repetition, rhetorical 
questions, rule of three, use of personal pronouns.  

Which devices do you need to look out for when 
writing about a writer’s choice of language? 

Metaphors, similes, hyperbole, personification, rhetorical 
questions, dialogue, punctuation, alliteration, 

onomatopoeia. 

What is a METAPHOR? A metaphor is a word or phrase used to describe someone 
or something by saying it is something else; a comparison 

of two unrelated things, not using ‘like’ or ‘as’. 

What is a SIMILE? A simile is a phrase used to describe someone or 
something by comparing them/it to someone or something 

else, using ‘like’ or ‘as’. 

Which devices should you use whilst writing 
either fiction or non-fiction? 

AFOREST – alliteration, facts, onomatopoeia, repetition, 
emotive language, statistics, rule of three. 

 

When was William Shakespeare born? Shakespeare was born on 23rd April 1564. 

Why is this date not certain? Historians do not know EXACTLY when Shakespeare was 
born as no record was made of his birth. They DO know 
that he was baptised on 26 April 1564 and babies were 

usually christened three days after they were born. 

Where was William Shakespeare born? William Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon 

When did he die? He died on 23
rd

 April 1616. 

How old was he when he died? He was 52 years old EXACTLY when he died. 

How many siblings did Shakespeare have? He was the third of eight children but his older siblings did 
not survive their childhood. He had four sisters and three 

brothers in total. 

What were the names of his parents? His parents were called Mary and John. 

Who did Shakespeare marry in November 
1582? 

He married Anne Hathaway in November 1582. 

How old was Shakespeare when he got 
married? 

Shakespeare was eighteen when he got married. 



 
English 

 
Where did Shakespeare live for most of his life? He lived in Stratford-upon-Avon. 

Which three jobs is Shakespeare famous for? Shakespeare was an actor, a playwright and a poet. 

When did Shakespeare write ‘Romeo and 
Juliet’? 

‘Romeo and Juliet’ was first most likely written in 1595.  

Where is ‘Romeo and Juliet’ set? The play is set in Verona, in Italy. 

Which genre does the play fit into? The play ‘Romeo and Juliet’ is a tragedy. 

What are the names of the warring families in 
‘Romeo and Juliet’? 

The warring families in the play are the Capulets and the 
Montagues. 

To which family do the characters of Romeo 
and Juliet belong? 

Romeo is a Montague and Juliet is a Capulet. 

Who is Juliet originally supposed to marry? Juliet is supposed to marry Paris. 

Where does Romeo meet Juliet for the first 
time? 

Romeo and Juliet meet at a banquet held by the Capulets. 

What are the names of Romeo’s best friends? His best friends are Benvolio and Mercutio. 

  
 

Where is ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ set? ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ is set in Athens and a forest 
just outside it. 

When was ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ 
written?  

‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ was written between 1595 
and 1596. 

Which genre does the play fit into? ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ is a comedy. 

What is the name of the king of the fairies? The king of the fairies is called Oberon. 

What is the name of Titania’s servant? Queen Titania’s servant is called Puck. 

What does Puck give Nick Bottom? Puck gives Bottom a donkey’s head. 

Who gets married at the end of ‘A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream’? 

Lysander and Hermia, Demetrius and Helena and Theseus 
and Hippolyta all get married at the end of the play. 

What type of play is ‘Richard III’? ‘Richard III’ is a history play. 

Who does Richard of Gloucester pursue at the 
start of the play? 

Richard of Gloucester pursues Lady Anne, a widow. 

Where does Richard imprison his nephews? Richard imprisons his nephews in the Tower of London. 

What does he arrange to happen to his 
nephews? 

Richard arranges for his nephews to be murdered. 

How many plays did Shakespeare write? Shakespeare wrote AT LEAST 37 plays. 

 

What does the word ‘extract’ mean? The word ‘extract’ means part of a text. 

What is a summary? A summary is a brief account of the main points of a text. 

What does the word ‘genre’ mean? A genre is a style or category of art, music or literature. 

What does the word ‘form’ mean? Form refers to the type of text e.g. speech, letter, poem, 

play...etc 

What is a noun? A noun is a word that indicates a person, place or thing.  

What is an adjective? An adjective is a word which is used to describe a noun. 

What is a verb? A verb is a word used to describe an action, state or 

occurrence. 

What is an adverb? An adverb is a word that modifies a verb or an adjective or 
even another adverb. 

What is a common noun? A common noun is a noun that is the name of a group of 
things with similar properties e.g. book, table and not of a 

particular person, place or thing. 

What is a proper noun? A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place, or 
object that is spelled with a capital letter: 

What is an abstract noun? An abstract noun is a noun that refers to a thing that is not 
a material object. Happiness, honesty and liberty are all 

abstract nouns. 

What is a concrete noun? A concrete noun is a noun that refers to a real physical 
object. 

What is a pronoun? A pronoun is a word that is used to replace a noun e.g. he, 
she, it, they someone. 
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SCIENCE FICTION 

What are the elements of science fiction? Science fiction texts contain references to outer space, 

medicine and / or technology. Science fiction texts are 

within the realm of possibility. Science fiction texts contain 

characters with some believable qualities. 
Who wrote ‘The War of the Worlds’? H.G. Wells wrote ‘The War of the Worlds’. 

When was the novel ‘War of the Worlds’ 

published? 
'The War of the Worlds’ was published in 1898. 

How was ‘The War of the Worlds’ first 

published? 

'The War of the Worlds’ was first serialised in a magazine 

in 1897. 

Who wrote ‘The Invisible Man’? H.G. Wells wrote ‘The Invisible Man’. 

When was the novel ‘The Invisible Man’ first 

published? 

‘The Invisible Man’ was published in 1897. 

What is a dystopian society? A dystopian society is an imagined society that is negative 

in some way, for instance an oppressive society. 

What is a utopian society? A utopian society is an ideal society where everything is as 
good as it can possibly be for everyone in the society. 

What does the word ‘extraterrestrial’ mean? The adjective ‘extraterrestrial’ means coming from outside 
the planet Earth. 

What does the word ‘scrutinise’ mean? The verb ‘scrutinise’ means to examine something very 
carefully in order to discover information. 

Who wrote the novel ‘Frankenstein’? Mary Shelley wrote the novel ‘Frankenstein’. 

When was the novel ‘Frankenstein’ first 
published? 

‘Frankenstein’ was first published in 1818. 

The novel is a Romantic text. What does that 
mean? 

Romantic writers discussed the beauty of nature and the 
power of God. 
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Question: Answer: 

What is geography? Geography is the study of people and places. 

What are the seven continents of the world? The seven continents are Europe, Asia, Africa, Australasia, North 
America, South America and Antarctica. 

What is a continent? A continent is a large area of land that is divided into countries. 

What is a country? A country is an area of land with its own government. 

Do some countries exist in more than one 
continent? 

Yes, for example the most westerly part of Turkey is in Europe, and 
the rest of Turkey (to the East of the Bosporus Bridge) is in Asia. 

What are lines of latitude? Lines of latitude are imaginary lines which run horizontally around the 
Earth. 

What is the equator? The equator is the horizontal line of latitude which runs around the 
widest part of the Earth.  It is at zero degrees. 

What line of latitude is London on? London is at 55 degrees north. 

What are lines of latitude most useful for? Lines of latitude are most useful in understanding how hot or cold a 
place is.  The nearer the equator the more intense the heating from 
the sun and the warmer a place will be. 

What are lines of longitude? Lines of longitude are imaginary lines which run vertically around the 
Earth. 

What line of longitude is London on? London is at 0 degrees longitude. 

What are lines of longitude useful for? Lines of longitude are most useful in helping us work out the time.  
Places to the east of us are ahead of us in time, places to the west of 
us are behind us in time. 

What is geological time? Geological time is a system of dating rocks and events into the Earth’s 
past history. 

  
 

What was Pangea? Scientists believe that 300 million years ago there was just one super- 
continent.  They call this Pangea. 

What is an earthquake? An earthquake is a sudden shaking of the Earth’s crust. 

What is a volcano? A volcano is a cone-shaped landform which is a vent in the Earth’s 
crust from which magma can erupt in a volcanic explosion. 

Where are earthquakes and volcanoes 
found across the world? 

Most earthquakes and volcanoes are found along the margins of 
tectonic plates. 

What is the structure of the inside of the 
Earth? 

It is thought that the Earth is made up of three layers, the core at the 
centre, the mantle (which is hot and moving rock) and a thinner layer 
of on the outside called the crust (which is broken into plates). 

What is the theory of Plate Tectonics? This is the theory that the Earth’s crust is like a cracked egg-shell and 
made up of a series of ‘plates’ which are constantly moving relative to 
each other (mostly at a very slow speed). 

What are convection currents? Convection currents are driven by heat.  Under the Earth’s crust 
convection currents churn through the mantle 

Where is Mt St Helens? Mt St Helens is in Washington State in the USA. 

What happened at Mt St Helens in 1980? In 1980 there was a large volcanic explosion. 

What is the difference between magma and 
lava? 

Magma is the word for molten rock under the surface of the Earth.  
Lava is the word we use when magma comes to the surface. 

What does evacuation mean? Evacuation is a term for when people are encouraged to leave an 
area for their own safety. 

What are environmental impacts? Environmental impacts are those which affect wildlife, vegetation, 
rivers, seas and the air around us. 

What are social impacts? Social impacts are those which affect people and society.  For 
example, people’s health, housing and happiness. 

What are economic impacts? Economic impacts are those which affect peoples’ jobs, the profits 
business can generate, and the taxes governments can collect. 
(Things to do with money). 

  
 

What is an ecosystem? An ecosystem is a group of plants and animals which live in an area. 

What is a biome? A biome is an ecosystem which covers a large area of the Earth. 

What is a desert? A desert is a barren landscape where there is very little rainfall (less 
than 250mm a year). 

What is rainforest? A rainforest is a tall dense forest found where rainfall is high (over 
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1800mm) mostly found around the equator. 

What is deciduous forest? A deciduous forest is a forest found in climates where there are 
seasons.  Deciduous trees have broad leaves but lose them in the 
autumn to help them survive the winter. 

What is Tundra? Tundra is the type of biome that is found in areas of the world where 
the ground is permanently frozen.  It is too cold for trees to grow and 
the vegetation is very short in height. 

What is Taiga? Taiga is a biome of coniferous or boreal forest where trees have 
needles instead of leaves.  It is found in areas of the world where it is 
only just warm enough for some trees to grow.  (It is warmer than the 
tundra, but colder than where the deciduous forests grow). 

What is Tropical Grassland? Grasslands are found in places which have more rainfall than deserts, 
but not enough rainfall for most trees to grow.  These areas consist 
mainly of tall grasses and are places where herds of grazing 
mammals may be found such as zebras. 

What is the equator? The equator is 0° latitude.  It is an imaginary line that runs around the 
middle of the Earth.  It is the place on Earth that receives the most 
intense heating. 

What is the Tropic of Cancer? The Tropic of Cancer is found 23°23’’ North of the Equator.  It is the 
most northerly point where the sun can be seen directly overhead. 

What is the Tropic of Capricorn? The Tropic of Capricorn is found 23°23’’ South of the Equator.  It is 
the most southerly point where the sun can be seen directly overhead. 

What is the Hadley cell? The Hadley Cell is the global circulation of air in the atmosphere.  
Named after George Hadley, the scientist who first noticed what was 
happening.   It explains the position of the rainforests and deserts. 

 
  

 

Why do we get rainforests at the equator? We get rainforests at the equator as this is where the most sun and 
rain falls. 

Why do we get deserts at the Tropics? We get deserts at the tropics as here the air is usually sinking and 
there is very little rain. 

What is an ‘adaptation to climate’? This is where plants and animals have evolved special features that 
make it easier for them to survive in a specific climate.  For example a 
camel has adapted to living in the desert by being able to store water. 

What is a forest ‘canopy’? The canopy is the upper layer of a forest where the tree ‘crowns’ meet 
and provide a continuous layer of cover. 

What are buttress roots? Buttress roots grow at the base of very large trees in the rainforest.  
This adaption keeps trees stable even though they may grow to be 
extremely high. 

What is a ‘drip tip’? A drip tip is an adaption that allows water to flow off a leaf. 

What are lianas? Lianas are a type of vine which grow around trees in the rainforest. 

How are monkeys well adapted to live in 
rainforests? 

Monkeys are well adapted to live in the rainforest as they can climb 
trees and swing through the vegetation, using their tail for balance. 

What is deforestation? Deforestation is the cutting down of large areas of forest. 

Why are the rainforests being cut down? Rainforest is being cut down to make room for growing palm oil, 
ranching or to grow other crops.  The wood in rainforests is very 
strong and may be cut down to be used in construction.  Rainforests 
are also cut down for mining or when hydroelectric dams are built.   

What is the impact of deforestation? Deforestation leads to many plants and animals losing their habitat (or 
home).  If also decreases the amount of oxygen in the air, and 
increases the amount of CO2 (which is a greenhouse gas).  Land may 
turn to desert and the local climate will become drier.  Soil erosion 
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may occur. 

What is ecotourism? Eco tourism is tourism which takes into consideration the 
environment.   

What is a cactus? A cactus is a plant with a thick fleshy stem which can store water. 
Cactuses usually have spikes on their stems to deter animals from 
eating them. 

How is the Fennec Fox well adapted to the 
desert? 

The Fennec Fox is well adapted to a desert climate because it 
hibernates during the day when it is very hot and hunts at night when 
it is cooler.  It also has very large ears which help it keep cool when 
the temperature gets too hot. 

  
 

How many countries are in the continent of 
Africa? 

There are 54 countries in Africa. 

What is the highest mountain in Africa? Mount Kilimanjaro 

What is the longest river in Africa? The River Nile 

What is the largest lake in Africa? Lake Victoria 

What is the largest desert in Africa? The Sahara Desert 

Where is Table Mountain In South Africa 

Where are the Atlas Mountains? In the North East of Africa 

What is the large island off the south-east 
coast of Africa? 

Madagascar 

Where are two tectonic plates pulling Africa 
apart? 

The Great Rift Valley 

What three main biomes are found in Africa? The biomes of desert, savanna and rainforest are all found in Africa. 

 
 

 

What was the ‘Scramble for Africa’? The Scramble for Africa was the occupation and division of Africa by 

western European powers during the period of 1881 and 1914.  In 
1870, only 10 percent of Africa was under formal European control; by 
1914 it had increased to almost 90 percent of the continent, with 
only Ethiopia (Abyssinia) and Liberia remaining independent. 

Name two problems caused by the 
‘Scramble for Africa’. 

1) The European powers often took large amounts of resources 
out of the Africa countries under their control, leaving them 
poorer. 

2) The Europeans often drew country boundaries that 
disregarded where different ethnic groupings had lived for 
centuries, splitting up tribal groups and forcing different tribes 
to have the same government.  This sowed the seeds for 
civil unrest in these countries, many of which suffered civil 
wars in the future. 

Where is South Sudan? South Sudan is south of Sudan.  It is in central Africa, running 
between 4°N and 12°N of the Equator. 

What is food security? This is the reliable access to affordable and nutritional food. 

What is food insecurity? This is when people do not have reliable access to affordable and 
nutritional food.  Food insecurity can lead to malnutrition and even 
famine if people do not get enough to eat. 

What is malnutrition? Malnutrition is the lack of proper nutrition, caused by not having 
enough to eat, not eating enough of the right things, or being unable 
to use the food that one does eat. 

What is famine? Famine is an extreme crisis caused by lack of access to adequate 
food, leading to widespread malnutrition and loss of life due to 
starvation. 

What is civil war? A war between citizens of the same country. 

Why can civil war lead to famine? Civil war can lead to famine because… 
1) Farmers may flee their fields to get away from the fighting, 

leaving food to rot in the fields 
2) Farmers may leave their fields to join an army, leaving food 

to rot in the fields 
3) Farmland and stores of food may be set on fire and 

destroyed by rival armies 
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4) People may be too frightened to go to places to buy food 
because of fighting 

5) Armies can sell food to other countries to buy weapons 

  
 

What is hydroponics? Hydroponics is the process of growing plants in sand, gravel, or liquid, 
with added nutrients but without soil. 

What is ‘agro-forestry’? Agroforestry is agriculture that incorporates growing trees. 

What are GM crops? GM stands for Genetically Modified.   
GM crops are those which have had new DNA inserted into their 
genome –for example to improve resistance to 
Disease, drought, or to improve yields.  

What does ‘yield’ mean? Yield means the amount of crops that are produced across an area of 
land.  Often described as the weight of the crop produced per hectare. 

Why are some people in favour of GM 
crops? 

Some people think GM crops are a good solution for how we can feed 
more people in the future as they increase yields. 
In addition, some people think GM crops are a good idea as they can 
often cope with drier conditions and so will not die easily if it gets too 
hot.  

Where is Kenya? Kenya is a country found on the East coast of Africa, 5°N and 5°S of 
the equator. 

What is the capital of Kenya? The capital of Kenya is Nairobi. 

What is the shanty-town on the outskirts of 
Nairobi called? 

The shanty-town on the outskirts of Nairobi is called Kibera. 

What is a shanty town? A shanty town is a settlement formed by people who move to the city 
without the money to buy or rent a home.  Instead people make their 
own homes out of any materials they can find, which is usually 
rubbish.  

What is geothermal power? Geothermal power uses steam from underground to power turbines to 
generate electricity.  Underground steam is naturally found in places 
near to or on tectonic plate boundaries (E.g. The Rift Valley) 

 
 

What problems are there in the Kibera 
shanty town in Nairobi? 

There are many problems for people living in Kibera including: 
-Poorly made shelters that let the rain in 
-No toilets, so sewage goes straight into the street and river 
-No clean running water in peoples’ houses so people have to travel a 
long way to get clean water, or else drink the local dirty water 
-Lots of diseases 
-Jobs are mostly informal and poorly paid 
 

What problems can people experience when 
they move out of the slums? 

If people move out of the slums they might miss the community 
If people move out they may not have a job at all 
If people move out they may have to pay high rents and get into debt 
 

What is Table Mountain? Table Mountain is a flat-topped mountain overlooking the city of Cape 
Town in South Africa. 

What is a World Heritage Site? A place selected by the United Nations as a place of such significance 
that it is protected by International Treaties. 

What is biodiversity? Biodiversity is the variety of plant and animal life on Earth, a high level 
of which is needed for our survival. 

Whay does isolation lead to speciation? When a place is isolated from others over many thousands of years it 
develops its own species which are very well adapted to a place and 
different to similar species in other places. 

What is a satellite image? A satellite image is a photograph taken from a satellite in space of the 
earth.  Famous earth imaging satellites include Landsat (American) 
and Envisat (European). 

Why is there inequality in South Africa? There is inequality in South Africa for many reasons. 
1.  For many years a system of apartheid operated which 

favoured the white people living there. 
2. During apartheid many black people did not get the 
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education and skills they needed to get a well paid job 
3. During apartheid the white people had control of the best 

farm land 
4. Today there is a high crime rate and corruption which stops 

the country getting richer 
5. Today there are high levels of disease, particularly HIV and 

malaria which stop people reaching their potential. 
6. Today South Africa is trying to attract investment to help 

them develop further. 
What is apartheid? A political system of purposeful segregation and discrimination on the 

grounds of race. 

What is investment? Investment is when banks put money into business to help them 
expand and make a bigger profit. 
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Question: Answer: 

THE ROMANS 

Why did the Romans want an 
Empire? 

1. To improve people’s lives by helping them build towns with 
better houses 

2. To collect taxes from the countries they take over to make 
Rome wealthier 

3. To collect food to feed the Roman people 
4. To make generals famous by winning new lands 

5. To provide a constant supply of slaves 
6. To provide more countries to trade with 

Why did the Romans invade Britain? 1. Britain had lots of goods that the Romans wanted, for 
example corn, gold and lead 

2. The Romans wanted to show how powerful they are 
3. They wanted revenge on Britain because they helped the 

Gauls (French) fight the Romans 

Why was the Roman army so 
successful? 

1. They used clever battle tactics such as the tortoise 
2. They used ruthless tactics to ensure loyalty – such as 

decimation 
3. They punished people in the Empire who did not obey them, 

for example they killed 100,000 Britons 
4. As they conquered new territories, they got the best fighters 

to join the army 
5. They trained very hard, for example a new soldier had to 

train for four months with heavy weapons 
6. They were paid very well and were rewarded with gold for 

winning battles 
7. They had effective weapons, such as the Ballista – a 

powerful catapult 

Why did some people love living in 
Roman Britain? 

1. Romans built new towns with stone, brick and tiles 
2. Towns had public baths which were open to everyone 

3. Plays were watched by thousands of people 
4. Crowds would watch gladiator fights 

5. Chariot races were held in the hippodrome 

Why did some people hate living in 
Roman Britain? 

1. Most families could not afford to send their children to 
school 

2. In poor families, girls and boys had to work 
3. Poor Romans only ate bread, vegetables and soup 

Why did the Roman Empire collapse? 1. People were unhappy about the high taxes 
2. Tribes outside the Empire attacked the borders 

3. The army was no longer strong enough 
4. Defences were strong on the edges of the empire but weak 

in the middle 

 
 

The MIDDLE AGES 

What was a Baron? Descendants of the Normans who were given land by William the 
Conqueror 

What did the Barons have to give the 
Medieval Kings in return? 

An army of Knights 

Why did Medieval Kings have to keep 
the Barons happy? 

If the King did not do things to keep them rich, then they would not 
provide an army for the King to fight in his wars 

Who were the Bishops? People in charge of the churchmen in England 

Why did Medieval Kings have to keep 
the Bishops happy? 

They could say that God is angry with the King and then the people 
would fight against him 

Who did King John listen to instead of 
the Barons? 

A few favourite advisors 

Why did King John murder his 
nephew Arthur 

He was worried that the Barons wanted him to be King instead 

Why was King John nicknamed ‘soft 
sword’? 

He did not go to France to defend his French land when King Philip 
invaded, and this meant he lost his Empire in France 

What did King John do to make 
money once he lost his land? 

Increased taxes that the people had to pay 

What happened at the Battle of He tried to claim the land he lost back. 
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Bouvines in 1214? The Barons did not support him and so did not provide knights 

He hired an army of foreign fighters instead 
He was unsuccessful in regaining the land 

What did the barons make King John 
do after his defeat? 

Sign the Magna Carta 

What did the Magna Carta say? The King must not disagree with the church 
The King must not demand taxes without permission 

All foreign soldiers must leave the country 
People cannot be imprisoned without being judged to be guilty by 

their peers 

What did King John don after signing 
the Magna Carta 

He ignored it and built up an army to fight the barons 

How did the barons respond? They declared war on King John 

How did King John die? He died from dysentery 

Who was King after King John Henry III 

  
 

What did the barons force King Henry 
III to do? 

Set up a parliament 

What did King Edward I do? Aimed to unite the countries un Britain and won victories in Wales 
and Scotland 

What happened to King Edward II? He was beaten by the Scots and removed from being King 

What caused the Black Death? The Oriental Rat Flea 

How was the Black Death spread? Fleas lived on rats and sucked their blood 
Rats died and the fleas jumped onto humans 

What were the symptoms of the Black 
Death? 

Painful swellings called buboes 
Fever 

Bleeding under the skin 
Spasms and pain 

How did people try to cure and avoid 
the Black Death? 

Whipped themselves to stop God from punishing them (flagellants) 
Avoid food that goes off easily 

Place a live hen next to the swelling 
Drink your own urine 

Clean the streets 

What was a Villein? People who were not free. They had to work for the Lord and could 
not leave without permission 

What were Freemen? People who could live and work wherever they liked 

Who were the Lords? Owners of the land in the villages 

What was the effect of the Black 
Death on Britain? 

Not enough men to work on the land 
Food shortages 

Animals died because there were not enough men to look after them 
Inflation – Food prices rose as there was not enough food 

How did the Black Death improve 
lives? 

Peasants could demand higher wages as Lords were desperate for 
people to plough the land 

Villeins left their villages and took these jobs 

How did King Edward III reverse 
these changes? 

He put a stop to higher wages by making a law that peasants could 
not be paid more than they earned before the Black Death. This was 
called the Statute of Labourers. It also stopped peasants from leaving 

the Lords they belonged to. 

  
 

What did peasants do in villages in 
Essex in May 1381? 

Attacked poll tax collectors 

Why did the peasants hate the poll 
tax? 

Rich and poor people had to pay the same amount 

What happened when a judge was 
sent to punish these villagers? 

They murdered three of his clerks and paraded their heads of poles. 
Peasants started attacking the Lords and burning their houses. 

Peasants in Kent copied them 

Who was the leader of the peasants 
in Kent? 

Wat Tyler 

What did Tyler and his men do? Took over the King’s castle in Canterbury 
Marched towards London and smashed and burned the houses of 
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the King’s advisors 

What did the peasants do at the 
Tower of London? 

They broke in and cut off the heads of two of the King’s advisors 

What happened when the King 
agreed to meet Wat Tyler? 

The King killed wat Tyler 
The King promised to set the peasants free 

How did the peasants respond? They trusted the King and went home 

Did the King keep his promise No. He hanged all the other leaders and none of the peasants gained 
their freedom. The Peasants Revolt achieved nothing. 

  
 

Why did King Henry V invade 
France? 

He wanted to be remembered as a great soldier 

How did the invasion go? It did not go well. Two thousand English soldiers died. 

What did Henry do next? Led his army through the French countryside even though they were 
depleted and exhausted 

Where did the French stand in their 
path? 

Agincourt 

What were the sizes of the armies? French: 12,000 soldiers 
English: 8,000 soldiers 

How did Henry gain an advantage in 
this battle? 

Placed his army on narrow land, with woods either side, to diminish 
the French advantage of greater numbers 

Placed archers in the woods 

Who won the Battle of Agincourt? The English 

How many soldiers were killed French: 2000 soldiers 
English: 100 

Why is the Battle of Agincourt often 
remembered and retold 

It reminds people that it is possible to achieve against the odds 

  
 

The Tudors 

What was the Renaissance? Rebirth 
A rediscovery of the artistic styles of the Greeks and Romans 

Many new ideas were developed in science, art, exploration and 
religion 

Who was Martin Luther? Leader of the Protestant Reformation 
He wrote a list of complaints which criticised the Catholic Church for 

being too corrupt and powerful 

What did Martin Luther believe? The bible should be in English not Latin 
It is wrong to have to buy indulgences so that your sins are forgiven – 

this is just a way for the church to become rich 

What did he set up? He PROTESTED against the Catholic Church and set up the 
Protestant Church 

What were the main differences 
between the new Protestant church 

and the old Catholic church? 

Church services would be in English instead of Latin 
You could not pay for your sins to be forgiven 

Priests do not wear special clothes – only simple clothes 
The people would choose their own priests instead of the Bishops 

choosing 
The Bible would be in English so that the people could understand it 
Churches would be plain and simple instead of colourful as colour 

distracts people from God 

Why did Henry VIII break away from 
the Roman Catholic Church? 

He believed God had cursed his marriage to Catherine of Aragon 
He wanted a divorce from Catherine but the Pope would not grant 

him one 
He wanted a divorce because Catherine was too old to have more 

children 
He wanted more children because he wanted a son to be King after 

he died 
He loved Anne Boleyn and could only marry her if he divorced 

Catherine 
He thought the church had too much power and he was threatened 

by this 
The church was wealthy and he wanted that money for himself 
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How many wives did Henry VIII have? Six 

Why did Henry VIII divorce Catherine 
of Aragon? 

She was too old to give him a son 

Why did Henry VIII execute Anne 
Boleyn? 

She was accused of having other lovers and so put on trial. She was 
executed 

What happed to Jayne Seymour? She became ill and died after providing Henry with a son 

Why did Henry VIII divorce Anne of 
Cleves? 

Henry does not like her and thought she was ugly 

Why was Catherine Howard 
executed? 

She was executed for having another lover 

What happened to Catherine Parr? She looked after Henry when he was ill. Henry died before she did 

 
 

 

What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Henry VIII was a 

good King? 

Henry made Wales part of England 
Henry built great war ships such as the Mary Rose 

He built great defences on the south coast so that England could not 
be invaded 

He took the title King of Ireland which made England more powerful 

What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Henry VIII was not 

a good King? 

Henry made his people pay a lot of taxes to pay for all the ward 
Henry executed two of his wives 

Henry went to war with France many times but did not win 
Henry could have conquered Scotland but did not 

He spent too much money on wars and left England in debt 

What religion did Henry VIII make the 
country? 

Catholic followed by Protestant 

What religion did Edward VI make the 
country? 

Protestant 

What religion did Mary I make the 
country? 

Catholic 

What religion did Elizabeth I make the 
country? 

Introduced a new Church of England with a combination of Catholic 
and Protestant ideas 

What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Mary I deserves to 

be called Bloody Mary? 

Mary burned to death 284 Protestants in five years 
Many Protestants living in England feared for their lives 

 

What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Mary I does not 
deserve to be called Bloody Mary? 

Mary’s actions were similar to those in other countries 
Most of England’s population were unaffected by Mary’s executions 
It was normal in the 16

th
 century to punish anyone who disagreed 

with you by executing them 

 
 

The Elizabethan Age 

What was the religious problem that 
Elizabeth inherited? 

Some people wanted the country to remain being Catholic (like under 
Mary I) and some people wanted the country to return to being 

Protestant (like it was under Edward VI). It was a problem how to 
keep the Protestants and Catholics happy. 

What were Elizabeth’s options? 1. Keep the country Catholic 
2. Make the country Protestant 

3. Fond a compromise 

How did Elizabeth solve the religious 
problem? 

Set up a new church called the Church of England. This included 
both Protestant and Catholic elements. This was called the 

Elizabethan Settlement. 

Why were Catholics happy with the 
Elizabethan Settlement? 

Churches should be decorated and colourful 
Priests would be allowed to wear bright robes 

Bishops play an important role 

Why were Protestants happy with the 
Elizabethan Settlement? 

Church services would be in English 
There would be an English Prayer book 

 
 

Who wanted Mary Queen of Scots to 
be Queen of England? 

Catholics 

What did Elizabeth do about this? She put Mary in prison for 19 years 

What did Elizabeth’s minister do? Walsingham set a trap for Mary. He let Mary plot with a man called 



 
History 

 
Babington to try and get out of prison 

What was the punishment? Mary was put in prison for treason (plotting to kill Queen Elizabeth) 
and was executed 19 years later 

Why did Philip II want to invade 
England? 

1. English merchants had attacked Spanish ships to take gold 
2. Philip II wanted England to be Catholic again 

3. Philip II wanted to rule England 

What was the plan for the Spanish 
Armada? 

1. Sail up the English channel 
2. Pick up a Spanish army at the port of Calais in France 

3. Sail this army to England to make England Catholic 

What happened when the Spanish 
Armada tried to attack? 

1. The English saw the Armada near Plymouth 
2. English ships chased the Armada up the channel 

3. When the Armada stopped at Calais the English ships sent 
burning fire ships towards them 

4. English ships then attacked the Spanish ships 
5. The Armada tried to sail around the north of Scotland to get 

back to Spain 
6. Fierce storms near Scotland wrecked many of the ships 

 
 

Why did Elizabeth want her portraits 
painted in a certain way? 

To make her look powerful 

What were hidden in the portraits? Lots of hidden symbols to deliver some key messages 

What mistake did Elizabeth’s sister 
make that Elizabeth did not want to 

repeat? 

Marrying a man who would be unpopular with the people 

What was Elizabeth’s checklist for a 
suitable husband? 

1. It would please the Protestants if he was Protestant 
2. The English did not want a foreigner interfering in the 

country 
3. He must be important enough to marry the Queen 

4. The marriage must make an alliance that was good for 
England 

Who were the candidates? 1. King Philip II of Spain – powerful Catholic. Unpopular with 
the English people 

2. King Eric of Sweden – Protestant. Popular with the English 
people.  

3. Robert Dudley – Protestant and English. 
4. Frances, Duke of Alencon – Catholic but was happy if the 

people were Protestant 

Who did Elizabeth decide to marry? No one 
She felt that she was married to her people 

 



 
Maths 

 

 

How can average be 
defined? 

A number expressing the central or typical value in a set of data, in particular the 
mode, median, or (most commonly) the mean 

What type of averages 
shall we learn on this 

topic? 

Range, Median, Mode and Mean 

How is the Range 
defined and calculated 
in a set of data) 

The difference between the lowest and highest value. In {4, 6, 9, 3, 7} the lowest value 
is 3, and the highest is 9, so the range is 6 

9 − 3 = 6. . 

How is the Mode 
defined and calculated 
in a set of data? 

The number which appears most often in a set of numbers. Example: in 6, 3, 
9, 6, 6, 5, 9, 3  

the Mode is 6 (it occurs most often). 

How is the  Median 
defined and calculated 
in a set of data? 

To find the Median, place the numbers in value order and find the middle number. 
Example: find the Median of {13, 23, 11, 16, 15, 10, 26}. Put them in order: {10, 11, 
13, 15, 16, 23, 26} The middle number is 15, so the median is 15. (When there are 

two middle numbers we average them.) 

How is the Mean 
defined and calculated 
in a set of data? 

The Arithmetic Mean is the average of the numbers: a calculated "central" value of a 

set of numbers. 
9, 3, 5, 6, 6, 6 Add all the numbers together (total of 36) and divide them by the 

number or numbers (6 numbers) 
36/6= the mean of this set of data is 6 

What is a tally chart? A tally chart is a table with tally marks to show a valuable data set. 

 

How do we calculate 
averages using tally 
charts ? 

Range 6-1=5 
Mode=The most common number is 2 (it happens 5 times) 

Median 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 
The middle number is 3 

Mean. Multiply al the scores by  its frequency5 ( 1x3 times ). Add the total and divide it 

by the total sum of the frequency 

 

1x3+2x5+3x3+4x4+5x2+6x3 

20 
The mean is 3.3 

 

 
 

What is a grouped 
frequency table? 

The grouped frequency table is a statistic method to organize and simplify a large 

set of data in to smaller "groups 
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What is the name of 
the Mode when we 
work with Grouped 
Frequency tables? 

Modal group. In the above table the modal group is 75 up to 95 (higher number of 
people 45) 

How do we calculate 
the mean in a grouped 
frequency table? 

We will be using the following formula: 
Midpoint of the group x frequency 

Frequency (total) 

Midpoint 
x 

Frequency 
f 

Midpoint × 
Frequency 

fx 

53 2 106 

58 7 406 

63 8 504 

68 4 272 

Totals: 21 1288 

Estimated Mean =  128821  = 61.333... 

 
 

What is a Probability? Probability is the measure of the likeliness than an event will occur. It is quantified as a 
number between 0 and 1 

What is the Probability 
scale and how is the 
Language of 
Probability used? 

The probability scale in Maths uses numbers to describe probabilities. Probabilities can 
be expressed in words or written as fractions, decimals or percentages. You can also 
use a probability scale, starting at impossible (0), going through even chance (1/2, 0.5 
or 50%) and ending at certain (1 or100%)  

 

How can the probability 
scale be labelled? 

 
How is the probability 
of single events found? 
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How is a sample space 
completed for the sum 
total/difference/product 
of 2 dice? 
 
 
 
 

 

How do we define 
experimental 
probability? 

 

 Is the probability based on an experiment or trial written as a ratio comparing the 
number of times the event occurred to the number of trials.  

 

SEQUENCES 

What is the Fibonacci 
sequence? 

 
How are sequences 
identified? 

 
How are sequences 
described? 

 
What are position to 
term rules? 
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What are nth term 
rules? 

 

 

GEOMETRY 

What is a 
Geometry? 

It is a branch of math that focuses on the measurement and relationship of 
lines, angles, surfaces, solids and points. An example of geometry is the 

calculation of a triangle's angles. 
What is the Metric 
System? 

It is a system of measuring.  

How do we 
categorize The 
Metric System? 

LENGTH UNITS           WEIGHT UNITS               CAPACITY UNITS 
Km-kilometre               T-tonne                               L-litre 
m-metres                     kg-kilogram                        cl-centilitre 
cm-centimetres            g-grams                             ml-mililitre 
mm-milimitres 

How do we convert 
metric units? 

 

What is a 
quadrilateral? 

Any four-sided shape is called a quadrilateral..e.g parallelogram, kite 
 

What is a polygon? A shape with more than 2 sides..e.g. triangle, square,rectangle 
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Where are the main 
3 type of triangles? 

  
What is the formula 
of the area of a 
triangle? 

 
What is the formula 
of the area of a 
trapezium? 

 
What are the main 
types of angles? 

 
How are angles 
calculated? 

To calculate angles in a polygon, first learn what your angles add up to 
when summed, like 180 degrees in a triangle or 360 degrees in a 
quadrilateral. Once you know what the angles add up to, add together 
the angles you know, then subtract the answer from the total measures of the 
angles for your shape. 
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How are angles 
calculated in 
polygons? 
 

 
How are exterior 
angles calculated? 

 
How can we 
calculate SAS and 
ASA triangles? 

Inside a triangle, all angles add up to 180 degress. 
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How are bisectors 
and perpendiculars 
constructed?   

 
How are nets for 3D 
objects drawn? 
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How is the surface 
area of an object 
calculated? 

 
 

SOLVING EQUATIONS 

What is Algebra? Algebra uses letters (like x or y) or other symbols in place of values and then 

manipulates them to solve a particular problem. 

How are equations 

defined? 

A statement that the values of two mathematical expressions are equal 

3x +2=8          x=2 

What are variables 

and how they work 

in Algebra? 

A Variable is a symbol for a number we don't know yet. It is usually a letter 

Example: x + 3 = 7 

 "x" is used in place of a value we don't know yet and is called the "unknown" 

or the "variable". 

What are function 

machines and how 

are they solved? 

A Function Machine is a diagram that represents a machine that takes an 

input, applies a rule such as a set of operations and delivers the answer as 

an output. Your task is either to determine the input, the output or whatever 

operations take place inside the machine 
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How do we find 

shorthand rules for 

arrow diagrams? 

 

How can “Think of a 

number” puzzles be 

expressed? 

  

I think of a number. I multiply it by 3 and subtract 11. The result is 22. 

Match it up with the correct algebraic expression 

  

What is algebraic 

expression? 

  

 An algebraic expression is a mathematical phrase that can contain 

ordinary numbers, variables (like x or y) and operators (like 

add,subtract,multiply, and divide) 

  

How are algebraic 

expressions 

simplified? 

We simplify algebraic expression by collecting like terms using different 

calculations (addition, subtraction..) 

5x + 5x = 10x 

5n - 2n + 6y - 3y = 3n + 3y (it cannot be simplified any further as n and y are 

not like terms) 

12 + 5t + 5 = 17 + 5t (in this case 17 and 5t are not like terms, so it cannot be 

added or simplified any further) 

 

  

What is the 

Distributive property 

in Algebra? 

The Distributive Property in Algebra is used to multiply a single term and 

two or more terms inside a set of parentheses  

How are brackets 

expanded using the 

Distributive Property 

in Algebra? 
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How are algebraic 

expression 

evaluated? 

  

To evaluate an algebraic expression, you have to substitute a number for 

each variable and perform the arithmetic operations 

 

  

  

What are one step 

equations and how 

are they solved? 

A one-step equation is an algebraic equation you can solve in only one 

step. Once you've solved it, you've found the value of the variable that 

makes the equation true. To solve one-step equations, we do the inverse 

(opposite) of whatever operation is being performed on the variable, so we 

get the variable by itself. 

4x=20    

1. Divide 4 on both sides to the equal sign 

2. x is 5 

What are two or 

more step equations 

and how are they 

solved? 

It takes two steps to solve an equation or inequality that has more than 

one operation: Simplify using the inverse of addition or subtraction. Simplify 

further by using the inverse of multiplication or division. 

1 step. Take away 5 on both sides of the equal sign 

4x+5=25 

-5   -5 

2 step. We’ve got a new one step equation 4x=20. To isolate the variable x 

divide both sides by 4. 

X=5 
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TRANSFORMATIONS 

What are the 
different ways lines 
and shapes can be 

reflected? 
 

 
 

What is the effect 
of rotational 

symmetry on 2D 
shapes? 

 

 
  
Step 1: Copy the shape onto tracing paper 
Step 2: Trace the shape 
Step 3: Rotate the shape however much the question is asking 
Step 4: Make a copy of the shape on the dotty paper 
  

How are 
coordinates used 

on Cartesian 
planes? 
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How are shapes 
rotated around 

points? 
 

 
What are the 
different ways 
shapes can be 

translated? 
 

 
How do translate 
the shapes onto a 

graph? 

 
How are different 

types of 
transformations 

combined? 
  

 
  

 

 



 
Music 

  
Question: Answer: 

Elements of Music 

What are the 8 elements of music? Structure, Dynamics, Timber, Pitch, Duration, Tempo, 
Texture and Silence. 

What is Structure The overall plan of a piece of music. 

What are Dynamics How loud or quiet the music is 

What is Timbre? The different types of instruments or sounds used in a 
piece (sound colour)  

What is Pitch? How high or low the notes or sounds are being . 

What is Duration? How long or short time a note is played for 

What is Tempo? How fast or slow the music is. 

What is Texture? How thick or thin the piece is (lots of sounds or few 
sounds). 

What is a graphic score? A score which uses symbols such as shapes and 
drawings to depict a piece of music. 

What are the five lines called where you write 
notes on? 

 

The Stave 

What is a treble clef? A symbol to show the higher pitched notes on the stave 

What is the other name for the Treble Clef? G clef 

How do we remember the notes on the five 
lines of the Treble Clef? 

Every Green Bus Drives Fast (or any other acronyms you 

might invent yourself) 

How do we remember the notes in the four 
spaces of the Treble Clef? 

F  A C  E  in the space 

 

Britpop and British Rock  

What are the two main influences of pop music? Social Change and Technology. 

What is Binary Form? AB or AABB where the music is made up of two sections. 

What is ternary form? ABA where music is split into two sections but A 
sandwiches section B. 

What does legato mean? Playing smooth and connected notes  

What does staccato mean?  Playing short and detached notes 

What does a cappella mean? Singing without instrumental accompaniment  

What is meant by melody and accompaniment? A melody is a the main theme being played or sung and 
the accompaniment is the background music supporting 

the melody. 

 

Reggae  

Where and when did Reggae music originate? Jamaica in the 1960s. 

What are the two main types of music related to 
the development of reggae? 

Ska – fast tempo 
Rocksteady – medium tempo 

Who helped to bring Reggae music to the rest 
of the world? 

Bob Marley 

What movement was Bob Marley a member of? The Rastafari movement - a religion or way of life strongly 
associated with reggae rejecting materialism and 

oppression. 

Where did the Rastafarian movement’s symbol 
come from? 

The Ethiopian flag. 

What time signature is Reggae music normally 
played in? 

4/4 (1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and) 

What does 4/4 time signature mean? Four crotchet beats per bar 

How are the ‘and’ beats played in Reggae 
music? 

Accentuated with chords played on guitar or piano. 

What is the tempo of Reggae music? Slow 



 
Music 

  
What does ‘syncopation’ mean? When ‘off beats’ are accentuated 

What is meant by call and response? When one instrument or voice starts and another 
instrument replies in response. 

What is meant by ‘polyrhythm’? A rhythm which makes use of two or more different 
rhythms simultaneously 

What is a chord? Two or more notes played simultaneously 

What is a chord progression? The order in which chords are played in a song/piece of 
music 

What type of chord progressions are used in 
Reggae? 

Simple 

What lyrical themes are commonly used in 
Reggae? 

Anti-oppresion, anti-materialism, respect and love 

Which words are commonly used to remember 
the 7 letters of the musical alphabet 

Chicken – Dog - Egg (CDE) 
Front – Granny – Auntie – Back (FGAB) 

What does ‘sharp’ mean in music? Higher in pitch by one semitone 

What is the ‘verse’ in a song? One of the parts that a song is divided into 

What is the ‘chorus’ in a song? Part of a song that is repeated several times 

What is a ‘riff’? A short repeated melody in a song or piece of music’ 

What is a bass line? A succession of low-pitched notes (of the same or 
different pitches) that anchor the lower registers of a 

song/piece of music 

 

Music Recycling 

What is a ground Bass? A short repeated melodic line (ostinato) using low pitched 
notes 

What is a Canon? The same melody is played by two or more parts, each 
coming in separately and at regular intervals. The parts 

overlap. 

Polyphonic texture? More than one tune being played. 

Which instruments normally play the ground 
bass in the canon? 

Bass Guitar, Cello, Piano 

What are the two sentences we use to help us 
remember the notes for the treble clef? 

Every Green Bus Drives Fast 
Face in the Space 

What is a broken chord? Notes of a chord played one after the other. 

What is the duration of a Semibreve? 4 Beats 

What is the duration a Minim? 2 beats 

What is the duration a Crotchet? 1 beat 

What is the duration of a quaver ½ Beat 

What is the duration of a Semiquaver ¼ Beat 

What does Lento mean? Very slow 

What does Andante mean? At a Walking speed 

What does Presto mean? Very fast  

What does Forte Mean? Loud or Strong 

What does Piano mean? Quiet or soft 

What does Crescendo mean? Gradually getting louder 

What does Diminuendo mean? Gradually getting quieter 

 

World music  

What is meant by World music? Music from other countries and not form your home.  

Where is the Hatsiatsia from? Ghana (Africa) 



 
Music 

  
How is African music passed on to future 

generations? 
Through aural tradition. 

What is a Koto? A stringed instrument from Japan, played by plucking the 
strings with picks on the finger of the right hand. 

What is a Shamisen? A 3 string lute played by hitting the strings with an ivory or 
shell plectrum called a bachi. 

What are the Japanese Drums called? Taiko  

What is the Shakuhachi? A Japanese bamboo flute. 

What Is a pentatonic scale? A scale made up of 5 notes e.g. C,D,E,G,A 

What are the number 1-5 in Japanese? Ichi, Ni, San, Shir, Go 

                  What is a time signature? A fraction telling you how many beats and what note 
value is being counted 

What is a drone?  An accompaniment where a note or chord is continuously 
sounded throughout most or all of a piece. 

What is a bass clef? The lower sounding notes on the Grand Staff. 

What is the bass clef’s other name? The F clef 

How do we remember the notes on the five 
lines of the bass clef? 

Great Big Dogs From America (or any other acronyms 

you might invent yourself) 

How do we remember the notes on the four 
spaces of the bass clef? 

All Cows Eat Grass (or any other acronyms you might 

invent yourself) 

What do we call the note C that connects the 
Treble and Bass clefs on the Grand Staff 

Middle C 

 



 
Physical Education 

 
Question: Answer: 

Rugby 

What is the passing rule in rugby? The ball must go backwards 

Can you kick the ball forward and if so, who 
can collect the ball? 

Yes. The only people who can collect the ball must 
be people who start behind the kicker 

What is a “high tackle”? A tackle that is made where contact occurs above a 
person’s waist 

What is known as the “breakdown”? The breakdown is the phase of play that happens 
when a tackle has been made and the tackler and 

the ball carrier are lying on the floor.  

Who is the “ball carrier”? The ball carrier is the person who is holding the ball 
at any time 

What is a “ruck”? The ruck is where opposing players bind on to each 
other and try and clear each other away from the 

break down 

1) What is a “maul”?  

2) what is a “rolling maul”? 

1) a maul is when a tackle has occurred, but the ball 
carrier doesn’t go to ground and then more players 
bind on the push each other forwards or backwards 

towards the try line. 
2) a rolling maul is when the players have bound on 

to each other and start moving either forwards or 
backwards 

What happens if a player knocks the ball 

forward? 

This is called a “knock on” and a penalty is awarded 
to the other team who restart the game in a scrum. 
(The same rule applies if a forward pass is made) 

What is a scrum? A scrum is when eight players in three rows bind on 
to each other in an attempt to restart the game. The 

team who puts the ball in is the team who the 
infringement went for.  

How many points are awarded in rugby? 5 for a try 
2 for a conversion 

2 for a penalty or drop goal 

How are the teams divided up? The teams are divided into two main groups: the 
forwards and the backs 

 

 

Basketball 

What is the triple threat position? When you receive a pass, pivot and face the 
backboard so that you can pass, dribble or shoot 

What are the different types of pass in 
basketball? 

Chest pass, bounce pass, overhead pass and the 
javelin pass 

How can you travel with the ball in 
basketball? 

By dribbling; which is when you travel and bounce 
the ball at the same time 

How can you consistently perform the set 
shot in basketball? 

By remembering the BEEF acronym: 
B – Balanced stance 
E- Eyes at the target 

Elbow – elbow elevated to head level 
F – Follow through by flicking your wrist at the target 

How can you outwit your opponent with the 
ball in basketball? 

By using fakes and ‘cutting’ into space to avoid 
defensive players 

How do you defend in basketball? By forming a defensive stance by raising an arm to 
cover a pass and an arm to steal the ball 

What are the rules of basketball? Travel: don’t move with the ball without bouncing the 
ball 
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Double dribble: don’t bounce the ball, stop, then 

bounce the ball again. Also don’t dribble using two 
hands at the same time. 

Charge: do not make contact with another player by 
changing your line of travel 

  
 

Parkour 

What is parkour? Free running 

How do you perform a forwards roll? 1) Squat on the floor 
2) Tuck your chin to your chest bone 
3) Rock forwards to go off balance 

4) Land on your back maintaining momentum 
5) Stand up to exit roll when your feet make 

contact with the ground 

Why is it important to plan your route and 
how do you ‘free run’? 

So that you can free run safely and are aware of 
what forms of travel you need to take 

How can you link travel and flight? So that you can incorporate building power during 
movement with a take off with a landing 

 
 

Netball 

What is the distance you must be before 
raising your hands to defend a player with 
the ball? 

 

1 metre/ 3 feet 

How may thirds can the centre position 
move between in a full court Netball game. 

3/3 

How many seconds can you hold the ball 
for in netball before having to make a pass? 

3 seconds 

Which positions are allowed inside the 
netball goal circle? 

GA, GS, GD, GK 

If a player contacts another player what 
happens? 

The player who caused the contact must stand next 
to the player of the opposite team who is taking the 

free pass. They cannot move or talk until that pass is 
made. 

What are the 5 main pass types used in 
netball? 

Chest, shoulder, bounce, overhead and lob. 

  

Athletics 

How are athletics events divided? Tracking (all running) and field (throwing and 
jumping) 

What is the sprint start protocol? Take your marks, set, go 

Which foot is behind when in the “starting 
blocks” 

Your dominant foot 

What is speed? The time taken to complete a task 

What is acceleration? A rate of change in speed  

How do you corner when running on a 
track? 

Adjust your centre of mass to lean in order to turn 
the corner 

What type of throw is a discus? Rotation 

What type of throw is a javelin? A pull 

What type of throw is a shot? A push 

What is the triple jump golden rule? “hop (one foot), skip (the other foot) and jump (land, 
two feet together)” 
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Tennis 

Different types of shots in tennis? Forehand, Backhand, Volley, Drop shot, The Lob 
 

What is the name given to a sequence of 
back and forth shots between players? 

A rally.  

What type of shot do you use to start a 
point or play?  

A serve ‘Service’ 

How do you win a point in tennis? When your opposition can’t return the ball over the 
net. If the ball bounces more than once on your 

opponents side.  

What are the different boundaries for 
doubles and single tennis?  

Same back line. Single players use the inside side 
line, doubles use the outside side line.  

It takes 4 points to win a game, how does 
the scoring go? 

Love – 15 – 30 – 40 – Game. 

When should you use a backhand shot? When the ball is on your non-dominate side.  

How many people can play tennis on a side 
at a time?  

1=Singles or 2= Doubles. 

How do you perform a forehand shot? ‘Over the bridge, under the bridge’  
Face of your racket pointed towards your target.  

Standing side on.  
Extension of arm ‘Straight arm’.  

What can you do to be more successful at 
returning the ball over the net? 

Stand further back on the court, let the ball bounce 
once before returning it.  

  

Rounders 

What type of sport is rounders? Striking and fielding 

How many teams play? Two (one batting and one fielding) 

How do you stand when ready to bat? Sideways on to the bowler with the bat raised behind 
you 

How do you hold the bat? With one hand 

How do you bowl the ball? Underarm 

How many bases are there? Four 

Where does the backstop stand? Behind the batter at a safe distance away 

How can a batter be “out” Struck out, run out, caught out 

How do you score ½ a rounder? By running to second base without stopping 

How do you score 1 rounder? By running around all four bases and returning to the 
batting plate without stopping 

When does the batting team’s innings end? When the time is up or all the batters are out 

 



 
Religious Studies 

 

   
 

Question: Answer: 

Religious Symbols 

What is Emile Durkheim’s definition 
of religion? 

 

“Religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred 
things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden-beliefs and 
practices which unite into one single moral community” 

What is Theism? It is the belief in the existence of a God or Gods. 
What is monotheism? The belief in one God. 
What is polytheism? The belief in multiple Gods. 
What is atheism? The lack of belief in God/Gods. 
What is a symbol? It is a sign or character that represents a complex idea. 

Judaism 
What is the menorah? 
 

It is a candelabrum that is used in temple (synagogue) during 
Hanukkah. 

What does the dreidel represent? The dreidel represents how we – immersed in the dizzying hustle-
bustle of daily routine – cannot see the miracles regularly happening 
all around. 

What is the kosher symbol? 
 

It is a symbol that is placed on food that lets Jews know if the food is 
permissible to eat. 

Christianity 
 

What is the trinity? The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. 
What is the cross? 
 

A symbol that represents Jesus. It was an instrument of execution 
used by the Romans. 

What is a crucifix? It is a cross with a person on it. Typically portray with Jesus. 
Islam 

What is the star and crescent? 
 

It is a symbol that represents Islam and was originally a symbol of the 
Ottoman Empire. It is a symbol that is used on flags of predominately 
Muslim countries. 

What is the halal symbol? 
 

It is symbol that is placed on food that lets Muslims know if the food is 
permissible to eat.   

 

Religious holy books 

Christianity 

What is the Christian holy book? The bible 

What is the Old testament? It is part of the Bible, written before Jesus was born. It is the same as 
the Jewish Torah 

What language was the Old 
Testament written in? 

Hebrew 

What is the New Testament? It is part of the Bible written after Jesus was born and Christianity 
started 

What language was the New 
Testament written in? 

Koine Greek 

Who were the disciples? Jesus’ close followers 

Judaism 

What is the Torah? They are the first five books of Moses 

What is the Tanakh? Complete collection of Jewish holy texts including law 

What language were the Jewish holy 
books written in? 

Hebrew 

Islam 

What is the Islamic holy book? The Qur’an 

What language was the Qur’an 
written in? 

Arabic 

What is Sharia Law? It is a code of conduct to live by, taken largely from the Qur’an 

Hinduism 

What are the Puranas? It is a collection of stories about the different incarnations and the 
lives of saints 

What are the Vedas? It is a collection of hymns praising the Vedic gods. Veda means 
‘knowledge’ 

What is the Ramayana? It is a long epic poem about Rama and Sita 
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What is the Bhagavad Gita? It is a Sanskrit scripture that is part of the Hindu epic Mahabharata 

What languages were the Hindu epics 
written in? 

Sanskrit 

Sikhism 

What is the Guru Granth Sahib? It is a collection of teachings and writings by Guru Nanak and other 
Gurus as well as Sikh, Hindu and Muslim saints 

What language was the Guru Granth 
Sahib written in? 

Punjabi 

Buddhism 

What are the major noncanonical 
Buddhist texts? 

The Tripitaka (Pali Canon), Mahayana Sutras and the Tibetan Book 
of the Deads 

What is the Pali Canon? The collection of scriptures in the Theravada Buddhist tradition 

What language was the Pali Canon 
written in? 

Pali 

 
 
 

What is worship? 

What is worth? How we measure how valuable something is to us 

What is worship? How something forms worth 

What does adoration mean? Worshipping God 

What does Veneration mean? Showing respect to an object or person 

How do different religions worship? Prayer, meditation, music, art, studying, fasting, dancing, pilgrimage, 
eating, singing 

Christianity 

What is liturgical worship? It is when worship follows a set structure. For example the Eucharist 
service 

What is the Eucharist? The worshippers share bread and wine in remembrance of Jesus’ 
death 

What is informal worship? Refers to worship that doesn’t have a set structure and is more 
spontaneous than liturgical worship 

What is individual worship? Takes place in addition to worshipping together in a church. 
Christians believe that it is more important to form a 

personal relationship with God and worshipping alone is 
often part of this 

What are the different types of 
prayer? 

Adoration: Deep love and respect for God 
Confessional: Statement of faith through prayer 

Contemplation: Meditation 
Penitential: Saying sorry 

Praise: Giving praise, which might include singing hymns 
Thanksgiving: Saying thank you 

Supplication: Asking for something 

Judaism 

What is Shabbat? A day of spiritual renewal and rest. Beginning at sunset on Friday and 
closing at nightfall on Saturday. The keeping of Shabbat 

obeys the mitzvoth contained in the Torah. 
Exodus 20:8 – ‘The Sabbath to remember and keep it holy’ 

Islam 

What is Ibadah? Acts of worship; any permissible action performed with the intention 
to obey God 

What are the five pillars of Islam? Shahadah (declaration of faith): ‘There is no God but God and 
Muhammad is the prophet of God’ 

Salah (prayer): Five times a day 
Zakaj (charity): Giving money to the poor 

Sawm (fasting): During the month of Ramadan 
Hajj (pilgrimage): To Mecca 
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Abrahamic Holidays 

Islam 

What is Eid Al-Fitr? Eid Al-Fitr means festival of breaking the fast 
June 4 

Marks the end of Ramadan 
Celebrated for three days 

  

What is Eid Mubarak? People visit relatives on the first three days 
Muslims gather for prayer 

What is Eidiyah? Giving money to children 

What is Eid Al-Adha? Starts 11 august until 15 august 
Known as the “greater eid” 

Commemorates the willingness of Ibrahim (Abraham) to sacrifice his 
son to Allah 

How is Eid Al-Adha celebrated? A goat of sheep must be slaughtered 
The meat must be shared with the family and friends 

Muslims must attend prayers in their best clothes 
Charity must be donated to the poor 

Christianity 

What is Christmas? Is the celebration of the birth of Jesus Christ. It is also the incarnation 
of God. Incarnation means God becoming human. 

What is Lent? It is a 40 day period that leads up to Easter. It remembers the time 
Jesus spent in the desert fasting and praying. It is when the devil 
tried to tempt Jesus several times and Jesus resisted. Christians 

typically give something up during lent (i.e., chocolate). 

What is Palm Sunday? Palm Sunday commemorates the arrival of Jesus in Jerusalem. 

What is Maundy Thursday? It commemorates Jesus’ last meal with his disciples. This is where he 
shared the sacrament of communion. 

What is Good Friday? Christians remember Jesus’ death on the cross. 

What is Easter? Marks the day of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

Judaism 

What is Rosh Hashanah (New Year)? Jews believe that on Rosh Hashanah God judges all people for their 
deeds for the past year and that on this day these decisions are 

written down by God. 
It is celebrated as the day when God created the world and marks the 

New Year. 
It is a happy and serious festival. 

What is Yom Kippur (Day of 
Atonement)? 

This is the holiest day of the year for Jews where people attend 
synagogue. It is a day of forgiveness. It is a day of self-denial in five 

areas; food, wearing perfumes, drink, sex and wearing of leather 
shoes. 
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Question: Answer: 

Cells and Organisms 

What organelles are found in an animal 
cell? 

Cell membrane, nucleus, cytoplasm and 
mitochondria 

What organelles are found in a plant cell?  Cell wall, cell membrane, nucleus, cytoplasm, 
vacuole, chloroplast, mitochondria 

What is the role of the nucleus? Controls the cell and contains genetic material 

What is the role of the cell membrane? A barrier around the cell, which controls what goes in 
and out of the cell 

What is the role of mitochondria? Where respiration (the energy making process) 
happens 

What is the role of the cytoplasm? A jelly-like substance where chemical reactions take 
place 

What is the role of a cell wall? Strengthens the cell and provides support 
 

What is the role of chloroplasts and what 

pigment do they contain? 

The pigment is called chlorophyll and it captures 
sunlight for photosynthesis 

What is a specialised cell? A cell that has a particular shape and job to do 
 

Which specialised cell has no nucleus? Red blood cell 
 

Which specialised cell has chlorophyll, 

which can capture sunlight for 

photosynthesis? 

Palisade cell 

Which specialised cell has a tail to swim to 
the egg? 

Sperm 

Which specialised cell can carry electrical 
impulses? 

Nerve 

What is a unicellular organism? A single celled organism 
 

Describe what happens in diffusion Diffusion is the movement of particles from an area 
of high concentration to low concentration 

Put these in the correct order:   Organ, Cell, 
Organ System, Tissue from smallest to 

biggest 

Cell, Tissue, Organ, Organ System 

What is the name of the tube that connects 
the nasal cavity to the lungs? 

Trachea 

What is the name of the air sac in the lungs 
where oxygen and carbon dioxide 

exchange into and out of the blood? 

Alvelous/ Alveoli 

What gases do we breathe in and out? We breathe in oxygen and breathe out oxygen 
 

How do humans make energy in the body? Through respiration (aerobic and anaerobic) 

What is the function of the skeleton? To provide support to the body, to protect internal 
organs and for movement 

What is the role of a ligament? Connects bone to bone 

What is the role of a tendon? Connects muscle to bone or muscle to muscle 

 

Elements, Compounds and Mixtures 

What is an element? Elements are made up of one type of atom 

What table contains all the elements? Periodic table 

What is a compound? Compounds are made of two or more atoms that are 
chemically joined together 

What is a molecule? Molecules are elements that have two atoms of the 
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same type joined together 

What is a mixture? Mixtures are a mix elements and/or compounds and 
they are not chemically joined to each other. 

 

What are the properties of metals? • Are shiny 
• Can bend into different shapes without 

breaking (malleable) 
• Are strong 

• Can conduct electricity 
• Can conduct heat 

 

What are the properties of non-metals?  Are not shiny 

 Are brittle (they break easily) 

 Not strong 

 Cannot conduct electricity 

 Cannot conduct heat 
 

What is a metalloid? Metalloids are elements that can have a bit of both 
metallic and non-metallic properties. 

 

 
 

Light 

What is a luminous object? An object that releases light 

When light is taken in and kept in by an 
object it is called? 

Absorbed 

What light bounces off an object, we say 
the light has been…… 

Reflected 

Which colour absorbs most heat from light 
rays? 

Black 

What is a virtual image? An image that is not real. E.g. the image of a 
reflection  

Is reflection better off a smooth surface or 
rough surface? 

Smooth  

What do you call a light ray going towards a 
mirror? 

Incident Ray 

What do you call the angle at which a ray of 
light hits a mirror? 

Angle of incidence 

What do you call a light ray coming from a 
mirror? 

Reflection Ray 

What do you call the angle at which the 
light ray reflects off the mirror? 

Angle of reflection 

How do you calculate density? Density = mass/ volume 

What is refraction? It’s the change in direction of a light wave as a result 
of its travelling at different speeds through different 

mediums 

What is the function of the iris in the eye?  The iris controls the diameter and size of the pupil 
and the amount of light reaching the retina 

What is the function of the pupil in the eye? Controls the amount of light entering the eye 

What is the function of the retina in the 
eye? 

Receives light and converts it into nerve signals  

What are rods and cones?  Specialised cells that pick up shades and colours 

Where would you find the rods and cones?  Retina 

What type of nerve sends the image from 
the eye to the brain?  

Optic nerve 

What is dispersion? The splitting of white light into different colours 
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What are the three primary colours? Red, Green and Blue 

What are the three secondary colours? Yellow, Magenta and Cyan  

When an image falls at the back of the 
retina or in a camera which way is it?  

Inverted (upside down) 

 
 

Reproduction 

What is a gamete? A reproductive cell that can produce a new living 
organism. 

What is the male reproductive cell? Sperm 

What is the female reproductive cell? Egg 

What is puberty? The emotional and physical changes that happen 
when you change from a child to an adult 

What is another word for puberty? Adolescence 

Which reproductive organ makes sperm? Testicles 

Which reproductive organ makes eggs? Ovaries 

What is fertilisation? The process when the nuclei of a sperm and egg  
join together 

How many chromosomes does a sperm or 
egg carry? 

23 chromosomes 

Where does fertilisation take place?  In the Oviduct or Fallopian Tube 

What is implantation? When the fertilised egg attaches to the lining of the 
uterus 

What is gestation? The time for the baby to develop in the uterus 
(womb) 

On average how long is the gestation 
period in humans? 

9 months 

What is the menstrual cycle? A 28 day cycle in which the uterus gets ready to 
receive a fertilised egg and if it does not receive a 

fertilised egg a female has a period 

What is contraception? Steps that can be taken to avoid pregnancy 

What happens during pollination?  Pollen from the anther transfers to the stigma 

 
 

Space 

What is the sun? A star 

What are the names of the planets in 
order? 

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune 

What ‘planet’ is no longer considered to be 
a planet but a dwarf planet? 

Pluto 

Which are the inner planets? Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars 

Which are the outer planets? Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

What do all planets orbit? The sun 

Which force holds the planets in orbit? Gravity 

When the Earth spin on its axis what does it 
cause? 

Day and Night. It takes 24 hours for the Earth to spin 
fully.  

How long does it take for the Earth to orbit 
the Sun? 

365 days (1 year) 

What are the changing shapes of the moon 
called? 

Phases of the moon 

What is a solar eclipse? When the moon completely blocks the light from the 
sun because it is positioned between the Earth and 

the Sun 

Which planet will be the hottest and why? Mercury because it is the closest to the Sun 

Which planets are gaseous? Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

How many moons does the Earth have? One 
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What are the two types of satellites? Natural and Man-Made 

What is an example of a natural satellite? The Moon 

What causes seasons? The Earth’s movement (orbit) around the Sun 

If it is summer in the UK what season will it 
be in Australia at the same time? 

Winter 

Name an example of a star The Sun 

 
 

Chemical Reactions 

What is a reactant? Substances that go into a reaction 

What is a product? Substance(s) that are made in a reaction 

What are the differences between chemical 
and physical reactions? 

Chemical – is irreversible; new products are formed  
Physical – is reversible; usually involves a change in 

state  

What does the pH scale range from? 1-14 

What pHs are acids? 1-6 

What pHs are alkalis? 8-14 

What is the chemical reaction that happens 
during neutralisation? 

Acid + Alkali --> Salt + Water 

What pH will the salt and water be?  7 

What does combustion mean? Burning 

What happens during an exothermic 
reaction? 

Heat is released 

What happens during an endothermic 
reaction? 

Heat is absorbed 
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Question – Translate to English: Answer: 

  

Saludos 

¿Cómo te llamas? What is your name? 

Me llamo (Sarah) My name is (Sarah) 

¿Qué tal? How are you? 

Estoy muy bien, y tu ? I’m OK and you? 

Por favor  Please. 

   

Mis cosas 

¿Qué es? What is it? 

Es un estuche y en mi estuche tengo una regla, un 
lápiz y un bolígrafo. 

It’s  a pencil case and in my pencil case I have a ruler, a pencil 
and a pen. 

¿Tienes un bolígrafo, por favor? Do you have a pen please? 

No, no tengo un bolígrafo. No I don’t have a pen. 

Si, tengo una goma. Yes I have a rubber 

 

¿Cómo se escribe? 

¿Cómo se escribe? How do  you spell it? 

Se escribe…… It’s spelt….. 

¿Cuántos años tienes? How old are you? 

Tengo doce años. I am (twelve) years old. 

¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños? What is the date of your birthday? 

 

Los números. 

Mi cumpleaños es el treinta de enero. My birthday is the 30
th

 of January. 

Voy al colegio el lunes, el martes, el miercóles, el 
jueves y el viernes 

I go to school on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday. 

Hay doce meses en el año There are twelve months of the year. 

Hay siete días en la semana. There are seven days of the week. 

¿Cuándo es su cumpleaños?  What is the date of his/her birthday? 

 

Días de la semana y colores 

El lunes, estudio el  francés On Monday, I  study French. 

El sábado y el domingo, no tengo clase. On Saturday  and Sunday, I don’t have school. 

¿Tiene usted un bolígrafo por favor? Do you have a green pen please? 

No, solo tengo un bolígrafo negro. No I only  have a black pen. 

Sí tengo una goma negra. Yes I have a black rubber 

 

Colores y instrucciones 

Tengo dos lápices negros. I  have two black pencils. 

Hay dos reglas verdes. He has two green rulers 

Escuchad al profesor Listen to the teacher. 

Escribid la fecha en los cuadernos. Write  the date in the books. 

Sacad sus cosas Put your things away. 

 

¿De dónde eres? 

Soy de ínglaterra I’m from England 

Soy inglesa I’m English 

Vivo en Willesden I live in Willesden 

¿Cuál es tu nacionalidad? What’s your nationality 

Es paquistaní He’s/She’s pakistani 
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Me encanta la informática 

¿Qué estudias? What do you study 

Estudio el dibujo y la historia I study art and history 

Los lunes tengo español y las ciencias Mondays I have Spanish and science 

Me gusta bastante la religión I quite like religious studies 

Me encantan las matemáticas pero odio el inglés I love maths but I hate English 

 

 

Es muy aburrido 

La historia es interesante History is interesting 

La educación fisica es muy aburrido PE is very boring 

Pienso que mi instituto es útil I think that my school is useful 

Prefiero mi profesor de la informática I prefer my IT teacher 

¿Te gusta el inglés? Do you like English? 

 

Mi instituto 

Mi instituto se llama Whitefriars y está en Harrow My school’s called Whitefriars and it’s in Harrow 

Me gusta la geografía porque es interesante I like geography because it’s interesting 

Odio el francés porque no es útil I hate French because it’s not useful 

La tecnología es bastante aburrida Design technology is quite boring 

No me gustan las ciencias porque son un poco 

dificiles 

I don’t like science because it’s a bit difficult 

 

Mi profesor de inglés 

Mi profesor de español se llama señor Ashbery My Spanish teacher is called Mr. Ashbery 

Mi amigo, Ridwan es muy simpático My friend Ridwan es very friendly 

En clase de matemáticas leo, escribo y escucho 

también 

In my maths class I read, write and listen as well 

Estudio ocho asignaturas I study eight subjects 

La profesora de religión es muy severa The RE teacher is very strict 

 

La hora de comer 

Como bocadillos y pizzas I eat sandwiches and pizzas 

Bebo coca cola I drink cola 

Me gustan mucho las manzanas I like apples a lot 

Odio los plátanos I hate bananas 

Come una hamburguesa y bebe una agua mineral He eats a hamburger and drinks a mineral water 

 

¿Tienes hermanos? 

Tengo dos hermanos y tres hermanas I have 2 brothers and 3 sisters 

Mi hermano se llama James My brother is called James 

¿Cómo se llama tu padre? What is your father’s name? 

¿tienes hermanos? Do you have siblings? 

No tengo hermanos, soy un hijo único I don’t have siblings, I am an only child 

 

¿Tienes animales? 

Tengo un pez rojo en mi casa I have a red fish in my house 

Tenemos un caballo simpatico We have a friendly horse 

Mi pajaro se llama Polly Mi parrot is called Polly 

Los perros de mi padre son grandes My father’s dogs are large 

Es un cobayo marrón y pequeño ¡Qué mono! It’s a small, brown guinea pig. How cute! 

 

Los ojos y los pelos 

Tengo los ojos negros  I have black eyes 

Tengo el pelo negro y ondulado I have black, curly hair 

Llevo barba y gafas I have a beard and glasses 

Tengo los ojos verdes y el pelo pelirrojo I have green eyes and red hair 
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Mi padre tiene el pelo corto y lleva un bigote My father has short hair and has a moustache 

 
 

¿Cómo eres? 

Soy alto y gordo I am tall and fat 

Soy baja y flaca I am short and thin 

Es un hombre de 39 años de talla mediana He is a 39 year old man of average height 

Mi madre es de talla alta y no es baja My mother is tall and she is not short 

Mi amigo es gordo porque come mucho My friend is fat because he eats a lot 

 
 

Se habla español 

Javier saviola es futbolista de argentina Javier Saviola is a footballer from Argentina 

Jennifer habla español y es cantante muy famosa Jennifer speaks Spanish and is a very famous singer 

Marcelo es tenista y tiene el pelo negro y los ojos 
verdes 

Marcelo is a tennis player and has black hair and green eyes 

Salma es actriz y es alta y muy guapa Salma is an actress and is tall and very handsome 

David no trabaja pero es muy famoso. Es guapo y 
guay tambíen. 

David doesn’t work but is very famous. He is handsome and 
cool as well. 

 

¿Dónde vives? 

Vivo en una casa grande. I live in a big house. 

Vives en un chalet pequeño. You live in a small villa. 

Vive en un bloque moderno. He lives in a modern block of flats. 

Está en las afueras de la ciudad. It’s in the outskirts of the city. 

Están en un pueblo en el campo. They are in a village in the country. 

Week 2 Lessons 4-7  

¿Cómo es tu casa? 

Mi casa es acogedor. My house is cosy. 

Mi piso es bonito y cómodo. My flat is nice and comfortable. 

Mi granja es tan antigua. My farm is too old. 

¿De cuántas plantas es? How many floors does it have? 

Vivo abajo de la casa. I live downstairs of the house. 

 

¿Te gusta tu casa? 

Mi dormitorio está en la primera planta. My room is on the first floor. 

¿Le gusta su casa? Does he/she like their house? 

No me gusta mi casa porque es bastante fea. I don’t like my house because it’s quite ugly. 

El aseo está en la planta baja. The toilet is on the ground floor. 

Mi casa tiene siete habitaciones. My house has seven rooms. 

 

¿Qué hay en tu casa ? 

En mi casa hay dos salones. In my house there are two living rooms. 

La terraza está afuera de la casa. The terrace is outside of the house. 

En mit dormitorio hay una vista al mar. In my room there’s a view of the sea. 

La ducha está en la tercera planta. The shower is on the third floor. 

En mi bloque hay un ascensor y un sótano. In my block of flats there is a lift and a basement. 

 

¿Cómo es tu dormitorio? 

En mi dormitorio hay  una alfombra y una cama. In my room there is a carpet and a bed. 

Me gusta mi dormitorio porque hay una lámpara y 
una mesa. 

I like my room because there is a lamp and a table. 

¿Hay una libreria en tu salón ? Is there a bookcase in your living room. 

Las cortinas de mi madre son bonitas y están al lado 
del puerto. 

My mother’s curtains are beautiful and are next to the door. 

Mi sombrero está encima del amario. My hat is on top of the wardrobe. 
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Mi rutina diaria 

Me despierto y me levanto a las seis y cuarto. I wake up and get up at quarter past six. 

Me peino a las once en el cuarto de baño. I comb my hair at 11 in the bathroom. 

Me ducho y me visto a las nueve y media. I shower and dress myself at 9:30. 

Desayuno un pan tostado y tomo un vaso de leche. I eat toast for breakfast and have a glass of milk. 

No despierto temprano por la mañana en el fin de 
semana . 

I don’t get up early in the morning at the weekend . 

 


